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A Quarterly Insight into Weiser & Price Pfister

ONE

difference of the new Weiser.

Welcome to a world where high security 

co-exists with beauty. Collections by 

Weiser is in a class of its own with original 

designs derived from nature, architecture 

and the world we live in. Who said that 

high security needs to be ugly?

Visit www.weiserlock.com to view the 

new members to the Collections family

Monaco

Black & Decker
Driven by Passion for Excellence

Creating 

Hardware 

Solutions 

Since 1843

Since 1843, we’ve set the standard 

for excellence in everything we do. 

No company on earth has a stronger 

or more compelling history of 

delivering the hardworking, 

innovative,  

powerful tools that help 

professionals around the world 

build, repair, and protect the 

world’s most valuable things.

Look on your keychain, and 

chances are you see us. We

invented the masterkey. We build the 

world’s strongest padlocks and the 

world’s most secure safes. If you see 

Weiser, Best or Baldwin,  that’s us, and 

we’re committed to keeping you safe 

and secure with your first line of 

defense—the lock on your front door.

With Stanley, National, Price-Pfister, and 

more, we’ve got the right hardware 

answers for what you are trying to do. 

We’ve been at it since 1843. And we’re 

the best.

It’s as essential as it was hundreds of 

years ago. We didn’t invent hinges or 

hooks, but we’ve made them better 

every year since 1843. We make them 

stronger, we make them more 

durable, 

and we make them more 

beautiful.  In the end, the 

hardware you choose to use in 

your building or your home 

makes a dramatic impact on its 

final look and feel. 

To continue receiving this newsletter please visit our website to register. All future editions 

will be in a PDF format. Think Green. www.weiserlock.com/newsletter



Converting SmartKey to a legacy 

Weiser pin & tumbler

con·ver·sion

(kən-vûr'zhən, -shən)

N. Something that is changed from one use, 

function, or purpose to another.

What does conversion mean to you? Does it mean 

being able to service the consumer that wants to 

key their house to a key that already exists? Does 

it mean being able to purchase only one lock to 

replace a master keyed jobsite and not many 

more?

There are many instances that may require you to 

convert your SmartKey product over to a legacy 

Weiser pin and tumbler. Weiser has made this 

process easy by introducing conversion kits.

The process is simple and can be 

accomplished in any retail 

environment or on any jobsite. 

Many of kits only require that you 

swap out the cylinder. Some kits

also require that your replace the 

spindle with a new one. 

Your specific application will dictate

whether you use SmartKey or a legacy pin and 

tumbler cylinder. Just remember that the 

SmartKey design includes BumpGuard™ for 

improved security against lock bumping, an attack 

technique that can defeat conventional pin and 

tumbler locks and is virtually pick-proof. SmartKey 

is the smart approach to home security.

For more information on our conversion kits 

please contact your local Weiser representative.

Modern, individualistic, 

sophisticated

MODERN DESIGNS CONTINUE TO TREND 

UPWARDS

USAGE - Kitchens are the hub of activity in 

today’s homes.  Kitchens serve as both the 

cooking workspaces and entertaining center of 

the home.  

STYLING - As modern styles & finishes continue 

to spike in demand, the kitchen has seen the 

biggest impact through the use of modern 

appliances, use of countertop space and 

advanced technology applied throughout.  

Even companies that have established a niche 

focus on traditional designs have expanded 

into the modern segments. 

FUNCTION - Functionality is equally as critical 

of a factor in selecting a kitchen faucet.  The 

faucet must meet today’s standards of multi-

tasking.  The use of advanced technology is 

required to meet the higher standards of 

functionality  required in today’s faucets.  This 

technology can be found in pull-down faucets 

featuring advanced spray controls.  

The Mystique faucet offers a sleek fixture with 

highly functional capabilities.  In addition to the 

standard spray and stream, its three-function 

sprayhead includes a pause feature on a pull-

down faucet.  This allows users to stop water 

flow directly from the sprayhead for ultimate 

convenience, while also reducing water waste.

The Ponti faucet features the use of electronics, 

which allows the homeowner to activate warm 

or cold water with the push of a button.  The 

easy-to-use system takes the guess work out of 

finding the optimal water temperature.  The 

Ponti faucet can operate with and without the 

battery.  In case there is an electricity outage 

the battery can last for 24 hours in “off” 

position and for a few hours in “on” position.

The Kenzo faucet features a unique waterfall 

trough that provides functionality and 

conserves water without any compromise to 

water flow.  Kenzo faucets meet EPA 

WaterSense specification for high-efficiency 

lavatory faucets.  This new water-efficient 

offering sustains Price Pfister’s efforts to 

provide beautiful, stylist and functional 

products for environmentally-conscious 

builders and consumers.



Easy access with 

Contemporary 

Styling
Discover the next generation

of style and keyless convenience .

With more features to make life 

easier and a compact sense of style 

to make your home more

beautiful. The ultimate in electronic 

deadbolts, SmartCode™ takes the 

Powerbolt™ franchise to the next 

level - it even lights up to help your

fingers find their way in the dark

– what a Smart idea.

Unlock the 

possibilities…

Technology continues to play a huge role in our 

everyday lives. At Weiser we are pushing the 

envelope with security and technology. We are 

taking the SmartCode in new direction and 

here are some of the feature highlights that will 

be available in the not so distant future.

Imagine opening the front door & having your 

house effectively greet you. The lights turn on 

to your exact specifications, your favorite music 

starts playing, & the A/C kicks in for that just-

right temperature.

Also, imagine locking your door from your cell 

phone or receiving a text message letting you 

know your child just got home from school. 

Home Connect Technology has the power to 

make it happen.

Weiser’s Home Connect Technology 

enables the door lock to wirelessly 

communicate with other devices in the 

home.

Interoperability with security systems

•Locks doors when system is armed

•Disarms security system - when door 

is unlocked

•Communicates door lock status

Interoperability with other home control 

systems

•Lock doors with handheld - remote or 

touch screen

•Customize lighting scenes upon 

entrance

•Automatically unlock doors in case of 

emergency

Remote access control capabilities

•Lock or unlock doors with a mobile 

Introducing the Key Control deadbolt created based on customer demand that 

recognizes the benefit of SmartKey but requires one-key control to multiple doors 

with individual user keys.

One-key Control

• Top concealed cylinder provides one-key control

• Lower exposed cylinder allows unique user keys

• Re-key your user or control cylinder at any time – in seconds

•Maintain key control throughout tenant & employee turnover

Q:    Can I Master Key with SmartKey?

A:     Yes, watch for this revolutionary        

deadbolt coming this summer…

ask the experts>>>

Easy access with 

SmartCode Lever
Add a level of security and style to 

your home with the SmartCode® 

touchpad electronic lever. Designed 

with a sleek style to complement 

your home’s interior, you can lock up 

your home office, wine cellar or 

storage room and never have to 

worry about keys. To gain entry, 

simply enter your personalized access 

code, while locking is as easy as 

touching a button. SmartCode is easy 

to install, program and use and 

operates on 4 AA batteries. It also 

features SmartKey® re-key 

technology as the back-up keyway.

•Lock or unlock doors with a mobile 

device or secure internet connection

•Check lock status remotely

•Receive notification and/or video of_ 

who enters your home and when

•Remotely add or delete codes

Unlock the Possibilities...

Property Manager

Tenant

1

2
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Following the Price Pfister tradition for 

exceptional style and quality at an 

affordable price, we offer an array of both 

traditional and modern products that will 

complement any bath décor. With a 

unique collection of toilets, bidets, and 

bath sinks we are sure you will find the 

right product to complete your bath style 

with an emphasis on performance and 

water conservation.  

Price Pfister has taken the design 

principles fashioned with the recent 

AVANTI faucet family product launch and 

incorporated them in to the introduction 

of a vitreous china collection.

Vitreous China from 

Price Pfister
The vitreous china offering is intended 

to represent a functional, energetic, 

sophisticated and contemporary style 

for the modern individual.  

The offering represents a graceful and 

contemporary product for modern 

spirits across the globe.  Elegant 

solutions within reach for our 

customers’ daily needs. 

With its individualistic design, Price 

Pfister’s vitreous china collection 

involves us in a unique concept; vital, 

pleasant and always looking forward. 

Set the stage>>>

Faucet trends for 

Elan Two Piece Toilet

Aria Vessel Sink

Faucet trends for 

today’s lifestyle

The faucet may be one of the last pieces 

installed when remodeling a kitchen or 

bathroom but its importance should not 

be underestimated. A faucet’s design 

not only impacts a kitchen or bathroom’s 

overall style but it can also affect its 

functionality, resulting in sub-par water 

usage. Here are some faucet trends for 

2010 that allow homeowners to 

incorporate both style and functionality:

1. Faucets that have distinctive styles, 

finishes and configurations that 

coordinate with home décor. There is 

a growing popularity for contemporary 

and distinctive designs causing 

homeowners to mix and match both 

contemporary and traditional faucets 

in the same kitchen setting.

2. Homeowners are increasingly selecting 

faucets that are textured and have darker 

finishes like satin, nickel or bronze.

3. Faucets that improve water efficiency 

without compromising water flow and style 

are of high importance to homeowners, as 

well as WaterSense faucets which are lead 

free.

4. Faucets that provide both ergonomics and 

performance with modern pull-out and pull-

down styles are becoming popular along 

with modern single lever faucets and high-

arch spouts.

5.  Electronic and innovative technology such 

as the anti-splash heads and pause-control 

spray heads.

When purchasing faucets consumers want the 

best of both worlds: functionality and 

style. Homeowners desire faucets that make a 

design statement while still providing the 

performance and functionality needed to 

complete their everyday tasks. 


